
“In the later Middle Ages Western man became a confessing animal, and literature was no longer a
pleasure to be recounted and heard, centring on the heroic or marvellous narration of ‘trials’ of
bravery and sainthood, but was instead the infinite task of extracting from the depths of oneself a
truth that confession rendered itself in a shimmering mirage.”

(MICHEL FOUCAULT) Consider Langland’s representation of confession.

The act of confession was, without doubt, the most dynamic interaction between clergy and laity in the
medieval church. As Alexander Murray explains, “confession was distinguished by four peculiarities. It was
individual. It was instant. Confession was secret. Last, but most important, it was unscripted.”1 In contrast
with other clerical duties such as overseeing the mass or preaching sermons, the priest giving confession was
expected to react individually and spontaneously to the needs of each of his parishioners. Annual confession
was made compulsory in the Catholic Church after the 4th Lateran Council of 1215. The penitent would
come to their priest normally during the period of Lent in order to confess their sins. It was the duty of the
priest to hear this confession and then impose an appropriate penitence. Confession was a source of some
anxiety for the priesthood and by the end of the 14th Century at least three ‘Confessors’ Manuals’ were in
circulation, listing set questions for priests to ask people of certain station or those guilty of a particular sin.

Piers Plowman demonstrates an interest in the office of confession. On the one hand the text grapples with
the efficacy of the practice, but also uses confession as a dynamic and dramatic convention to illustrate the
significant exchange between confessor and sinner. Indeed, one of the most audacious visions of the poem,
the discourse between Repentance and the sins in Passus V, is structured according to the practice of
confession. Confession is a linguistically fraught moment, during mass and sermons the priest was
delineated from his congregation by his command of Latin, during confession the unrehearsed and
vernacular word comes to the fore. Furthermore, confession forced the layman and the priest to be
increasingly introspective about their religious life. As Karma Lochrie suggests in her essay on Foucault’s
History of Sexuality: “Not only was the individual responsible for moral and religious truths, but now he or
she was also obligated to ‘seek out and state the truth about oneself’. This process of self-doubt and self-
analysis is endless, ‘in the sense that one must be forever extending as far as possible the range of one’s
thoughts, however insignificant and innocent they may appear to be’ writes Foucault.”2 Furthermore, for
Foucault, the act of confession was linked to notions of repressed sexuality. Medieval confession led to an
awareness of the self that was previously unprecedented and provided Langland with a moment that is
charged linguistically, socially and sexually. Discerning Langland’s own views toward the practice from the
text of Piers Plowman is problematic, nevertheless, the poet harnesses the potential drama and dynamism of
the process of confession to explore ideas about the expression or negation of the self as well as examining
the inherent problems in the practice.

The poem is framed in concerns regarding the salvation of the soul through intercession. In the Prologue the
dreamer sees among his vision of the field full of folk:

“Ther preched a pardoner as he a preest were:
Broughte forth a bulle with bisshopes seles,
And seide that hymslf myghte assoillen hem alle
Of falshede of fastynge, of avowes ybroken.”

(Piers Plowman, Prologue, 68-71)
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Here Langland criticizes pardoners for acting illegally above their station. Much like Chaucer’s Pardoner,
who is reviled by the other pilgrims, Langland’s pardoner claims without authority that he is able to absolve
people of their sins when only members of the priesthood, through the practice of confession and
subsequently penance, had this power. The poet is aware of the opportunity for corruption within Catholic
doctrine surrounding the absolution of the individual.

“For confort of his confessour, contricioun he lafte”
(Piers Plowman, Passus XX, 372)

John Yunck argues that the significance of the increased role of confession and the consequent increased
profile of priests and friars in the 14th century was that: “To Langland it gave a firm ideological matrix for
his satire; their concern with sin, penance and penitence provided images of private and public misconduct
in ready menu, adapted to the satirist’s hand.”3 This reading fits with the attitudes towards confession
expressed in the Prologue and Passus XX but surely doesn’t hold in Passus V. Passus V’s extraordinary
depiction of the confessions of the Seven Deadly Sins surely shows confession being used as far more than a
satirical opportunity.

The action of the first 500 lines of Passus V is based on the strange governing notion that the Seven Deadly
Sins would be eager and honest confessors. One might suggest that the poet forgoes credibility and uses
confession merely as a structural device to establish lively confrontations between the Sins and the figure of
repentance. However, it is my contention that Langland is attempting something far subtler in this part of the
poem. His portrayal of the Sins’ confessions is imaginative, dynamic, and humorous yet simultaneously
represents an examination of a number of tensions within the practice of confession.

Langland’s description of Envy’s confession is particularly physically striking. In the process of giving his
confession the poet says:

“His body was to-bollen for wrather, that he boot hise lippes,
An wryngyede with the fust – to wreke himself he thoughte
With werkes or with words whan he seyghe his time.
Ech a word that he warp was of a neddres tonge.”

(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 83-86)

The action of confessing one’s sins is thus presented in incredibly violent terms. Envy’s body swells up with
anger and he bites his lips suggesting that this represents a real moment of catharsis. The Sin’s desire to
‘wreke himself’, to avenge himself, portrays confession as an aggressive act of self-negation. The image of
words being spat out like an adder’s tongue is especially powerful. It adds to the physicality of the portrait of
Envy and suggests that through the words spoken during confession sin is drained from the body like venom
from a snake. However, Envy introduces a problem that colours all the confessions in this passus, the notion
of an intrinsically sinful construct being an enthusiastic and cooperative confessee. Envy expresses a desire
to confess (“I wolde ben y-shryve” 90) but then rather undermines this pious yearning by suggesting that if
he is allowed to do so he’ll be happier than if he had just won a lump of Essex cheese. Thus Langland’s
portraits of the Sins here are not only confessions but become literary confessions. In allowing them
confession the poet gives the Sins a platform to expound the very joys of sinning. For example Envy
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explains how he takes pleasure in slandering his neighbour because he is jealous of his good life and,
humorously, how he is distracted in church by somebody’s ‘new cote’.

In the confessions of the Sins we witness a puzzling discrepancy between the desire to ‘avenge oneself’,
indulge in an act of self-negation, and the necessary self-expression of the process. Foucault suggests that
“the confessional regime of truth-telling is a sinister one’4, in that bound up with the sense of relief of
relinquishing ones sins is an irresistible feeling of guilt. This duplicity is evident in Piers Plowman when in
addressing Gluttony Repentance says:

“Shryve thee and be shamed thereof, and shewe it with thi mouthe.”
(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 367)

So Gluttony is encouraged, through the words of his own confession, to shame himself, but simultaneously
given the opportunity to discourse at some length on the joys of his sinful lifestyle. Langland ensures that the
reader is aware that in order to make a successful confession the individual must always be aware of what a
sinful life they are leading. It’s one of the incredible features of Passus V that a construct who shows such
wonderful vigour in description of his vice:

“His guttes gone to gothelen as two gredy sowes;
He pissed a potel in a Paternoster-while,
And blew his rounded ruwet at his ruggerbones ende”

(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 341-43)

Should within fifty lines admit to the error of his ways and promise to live and more modest life. This leads
me to believe that Langland’s primary interest is not to offer a serious critique of the practice of confession,
but rather to use it as a means to construct entertaining literary confessions. However, a possible reading
might be that Langland is warning of the possibility of insincere confessions; that the office is an opportunity
for the sinner to offload a year of vice in one annual dose of confession and penitence. Indeed, this notion is
put forward by the persona of Sloth when he says:

“That I telle with my tonge is two myle fro myne herte.”
(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 401)

Foregrounding the idea that runs through the passus that there can be discrepancy between what a penitent
says and whether they actually mean it.

Langland’s use of literary confession allows him to establish a debate within the poem between the positive
and negative aspects of confession. Whilst Repentance acts as a spokesperson for Catholic dogma, the
supposedly beneficial features of confession; through the voice of the Sins the poet is able to highlight
problems with the insitution. Gluttony, before being distracted by the pub, explains where he is going to a
friend:

“ ‘To holy chirche,’ quod he, ‘for to here masse
And sithen I wole be shryven, and synne na moore.’”

(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 301-302)
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This represents a lazy attitude towards confession; that it was simply a matter of turning up a having one’s
sins washed away. Throughout the poem Langland is critical of such shaking and self-serving interpretation
of Catholic doctrine, he is very wary of how the individual’s concern over the future of their soul can be
hijacked by pardoners and indulgence sellers. Here the danger that confession might be seen as just another
commercial exchange with God through the intermediary of the clergy is highlighted. The reader is
conscious that Langland insists on an active engagement with confession and penitence for the process to be
worthwhile. Repentance is seen as the representative of ‘correct’ practice reminding Covetousness:

“Non dimittitur peccatum donec restitatur ablatum”
(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 273)

In saying the sin cannot be absolved until the theft is returned Repentance, with backing from St. Augustine,
affirms that not only confession but also observance of penance is necessary for absolution. Likewise, Sloth
voices an unhealthy attitude towards confession that is corrected by Repentance. In his literary confession he
admits:

“And ligge abedde in Lenten an my lemman in myn armes
Tyl matynes and Masse be do, and thane moste to the freres”

(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 410-11)

Annual confession traditionally was carried out in the Period of Lent but there is much evidence that many
layfolk postponed their confession until just before the Easter festivities and that the end of Lent saw a mad
rush on the churches. Here Langland satirizes this habit of individual’s delaying their confession until the
last possible moment. Sloth has spent the entirety of Lent, the period of the liturgical year when one is
supposed to abstain from earthly pleasures such as sex, in bed with his wife and only at the end of the period
does his religious obligation to confess enter his consciousness.

Passus V’s handling of confession introduces a conflict between public and private space. This tension arises
because Langland takes something that is supposed to occur in secret in a private space, but in writing the
confession of the Sins in Piers Plowman consciously places it in a very public domain. This concept is
foregrounded through the voice of Repentance:

“ ‘Now repente thee,’ quod Repentaunce, ‘and reherce thow nevere,
Conseil that thow knowest, by countenaunce ne by speche.’”

(Piers Plowman, Passus V, 180-81)

In having Repentance remind Wrath that he ought not discuss his confession in public Langland highlights
the fact that both the dreamer and the reader are witnessing something that ought to happen in private. The
poet demonstrates an awareness that he is pushing the convention of confession to provide a diverting piece
of poetry whilst also possibly foregrounding concern about the corruptive potential of the practice. There
was an idea that in having to handle confessions priests might be exposed to sinful acts outside of their
personal experience and that this was somehow damaging for a holy man. Furthermore, there is evidence
that the Church was concerned that the private nature of confession might lead to sexual entanglements
between priests and female parishioners.

Historians of medieval confession have pointed out that it is an intrinsically gendered process. Almost all the
advice in14th century confessors’ manuals assumes a male penitent. When women are mentioned there are



always linked to sins of the flesh and are categorised sexually as either virgin, matron, or mother. As
Jacqueline Murray suggests, “the salvation of women’s sould was linked to their sexuality amd to their
sexuality alone… In areas in which men were judged according to social concerns, women were judged
according to sexual ones.”5 Confession, with the priest in control, represented a patriarchal structure.
However, in Piers Plowman the gender roles of medieval confession are reversed with the female gendered
Repentance assuming the responsibilities of the confessor. By removing confession from its traditional
gender structure Langland perhaps distance his portrayal of confession in Passus V from everyday practice.
The inversion of the accepted gendering of confession suggests that Langland is more interest in using
confession as a vehicle for bringing the Sins and Repentance into lively discourse than as an opportunity for
direct comment on the practice.

Up to this point this essay has focussed overwhelmingly on the treatment of confession in Passus V which
presents the most vivid and compelling examination of confession in full flow in the poem. The rest of the
poem is steeped in concern about the salvation of the soul (and how this can be corrupted by unscrupulous
friars and priests). However, specific references to the act of confession itself occur really only in pockets in
the rest of the poem (Passus VII 104-122, Passus XI 54-57, Passus XIII 75-110, Passus XIV 91-93 to pick
for prominent examples). Passus V has dominated my argument because it is the area of the poem where the
process of confession is acted out dynamically in the text. Medieval confession is significant because it is the
interactive exchange between laity and clergy, in assessing Langland’s attitudes towards confession it is
proper that the argument should focus on the most interactive portrayal of confession in the text.

Yunck asserts that, “nothing in the poem suggests that Langland saw confession as intrinsically harmful.”6

Whilst one might agree that the image of confession that emerges from the poem is not especially critical, it
seems that Langland in fact displays a profound anxiety regarding the efficacy of the practice. Confession is
viewed ambiguously as both an act of self-negation and self-expression that forces medieval man to be
constantly aware of the sin in his life. It would be naïve to view Langland’s incredible depiction of the
successful confessions of the Sins in Passus V as a inarguable endorsement of the practice, too many
potential problems and loopholes are raised for this to be the case. However, in a poem that deals with the
soul’s struggle for salvation, confession is seen to have a generally positive impact. Nevertheless, it would
be fallacious to see Langland’s representation of confession purely in terms of a pros and cons debate.
Confession has a broader significance in the poem for it is during confession that the word is able to purge
sin. Confession as a dynamic exchange between confessor figure and sinner becomes an opportunity to
explore the discrepancy between what people say and what they mean and provides a structure in which to
ironically deploy the literary confessions of the Sins.
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